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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, experimental data of European Huon Collaboration 
(EHC)/1/ completed by the data of SLAC /2/ have become available 
on the ratio H of etructure functions of deep inelastic scat
tering of muons (electrons) on the iron and deuterium: 

A 
2aA F2 (x) 

R(x) - AnD-: -FTi(-x) 
2 

A= 56Fe, (I) 

where x is the Bjorken scale variable ( x = Q2 /2Mv; t = _Q2 is the 
four-momentum transfer, v = E11 - E , is the energy transfer and M 
is the nucleon mass), f':t<\( D) ( x) J.Lis the structure function of 
the nucleus (deuterium). If the nucleus is ass.J;ned to consist of 
A nucleons only (\vhere A is the atomic: weight), the R should 

be equal to unity. Bt!t the experiment shows that the R has 
a bump at small values of x (x :0.05, R-1-:_.0.17); a minimum 
at X::: 0.65 (R-1-::.-0.15) and a sharp increase at x- 1 (x-::. 
=· 0, 9, R-1 -:::. 0. 2). In other words, the experiment shows that the - .. ~ - . - . - . 
.1.Ut!c1 U..L Lilt! d.LUHU ... l: UUCJ.~U::S lH::!J.Ug a t>y::SLt!lll U.L n -uUC.l.t!Olltl .l.t:> 

not complete, and it is necessary to take into account the other 
nonnucleon components which we call conditionally "exotjcs". 

In principle, the nuclear exotics is taken into account phe
nomenologically by including it into the structure function of 
a neutron, which is determined as the difference between the 
nuclear and hydrogen data. So, the result of the mentioned ex
periments can be reformulated as follows: the exotics of the 
heavy nucleus differs from the exotics of the deuteron. Really, 
the difference between the structure functions of the proton 
f2P ( x) and neutron F; ( x) extracted from the deuteron data /3/ gives 

thefactor:R-1=-~. h A-2Z F2P(x)-F2n(x) -3 
w ere E = "T.A- 0~~( F:f(~F~;(-;)_)_ .,. 1. 3 ·10 , 

which is by an order of magnitude less than the experimental 
one and can be omitted. 

In our paper we present ti1eoretical investigations of the 
ratio R. We shall show that the observed increase of R at small 
and at large x comes from different reasons, namely: the in
crease at small x is caused by the long-range meson fields the 
contribution of which into the heavy nuclei is somewhat larger 
compared to the deuteron/4/. The increase at large x is connected 
with the short-range nucleon-nucleon dynamics and ~fter all with 
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the admixture of the multiquark configurations in the nuclei. 
Recall that at present there are available some experimental 
manifestations of the multiquark states in nuclei and nuclear 
processes. First, these include the reactions of the "cumulative" 
particle production in the hadron-nucleus/S,6/ and.lepton-nucleus 
collisions at large momentum transfer. These react~ons show that 
an incident particle interacts with a system the mass of which 
is several times (up to 4) as large as the nucleon mass. The 
radius of the system is about r - I fm, so the nucleons of the 
system lose their individuality, and it is natural to consider 
that this group of nucleons is a multiquark system. The second 
example is the data on the deuteron charge formfactor at large 
Q2 (Q2-IO(GeV/c) 2 )which cannot be explained without the six
quark states admixture in the deuteron/12/.And, finally, there 
are many results on the nucleon-nucleon interactions at inter
mediate energies where some peculiarities of the partial waves 
have been found/13~These peculiarities are connected with the 
existence of the dibaryons, direct candidates for six quark 
systems/ 14• IS/. 

We begin in §2 by analyzing the influence of the multiquark 
configurations in nuclei on the behaviour of the ratio R, and 
in §3 we investigate the contribution of the pion degrees of 
freedom. 

? MlTT.'T'TnTTARK C:'T'A'T'FC: TN NITrl.FT 

Let us suppose here that the nucleons and 6q -states which 
are the simplest multiquark states give the main contribution 
to the nuclear structure function. The mass of the 6q -system 
is Mr =2M, so the structure function of the 6q -system depends 
on the scale variable xf = Q2 /2M ''= x/2. Assuming the quark dis
tributions for u- and d -quarks in the 6-quark system to be the 
same we can write the expression for the structure function of 
a nucleus: 

6 
F/(x) = (1- pA) F~(x) + pA Fi (x), (2) 

where p·"< D) is the probability of the 6-admixture in the nuc
leus (deuteron), ~( x) is the structure function of the nucleon: 

F2N(x),..l.(F~x)+F'2"(x)) =-5- (xu (x)+xd (x))+llxu,.(x), 
2 2 18 v v 9 . 

Fq
6 

( x) is the contribution of the 6q -structure function: 
2 

6 
5 x rx 1 6[xfxl F

2
q (x)., --[- u (--) + -- - u (--) , 

18 2 v 2 9 2 s 2 

2 

(3) 

(4) 

where 

A theoretical estimation of the probability of the 6q -admixture 
predicts the pD value in an interval of (2-7)·10- 2 /IO,IS~I 7 /. The 
same values come from the data of nuclear reactions at large 
momentum transfers/10,18/.The analysis of the cumulative par
ticle production reactions/10,8,9/ and theoretical calculati
ons/19/ show that the probability of the 6q-systems in a heavy 
nucleus is larger than the probability in a deuteron by a fac
tor of two, i.e., PA-::. 2Pn. This result is clear becau;e the ra
tio pA/pD is approximately equal to I <rNN 'u/<rNN >A I' ,where 
4/3rr<rNN > 3 is the volume of a nucleon in the nucleus (in the 
deuter~n). As far as <rNN'n"/ri\N 'A· P"'·P 1~Below we take pll~7.10- 2 . 
The parameters of F~ ( x) are chosen to describe the deep inelas
tic 1,D -scattering and are tabulated in the table. The parame
ters of F_;~ 6 (x) were fixed by the conditions: (u~ (x)dx = 3, _ 
fx / dx r (xu. dx. The quark distribution ll~ decreases as ( 1-,x) I 

whe~ x ... 1 that means an incomplete "defreezing" of all colour 
degrees ;f freedom of the 6q-system ll-1°/.so, ifP\tPll, then 
R= F"/Flll 1, i.e., 

h 
R(x) = 1 + (P"-P 0 )(F

2
'l (x) -F2"'(x))/F'~1 (x). (5) 

__ N n __ n ,() 
i\S x • 1 , r - v , r - r· · r · auu 

R(x- 1) -1:: P';pll_ 1-::.1. (6) 

That agrees with the experimental data qualitatively at x- 1. 
However, eq. (6) cannot explain the experimental data in the 
whole range of x • The corresponding calculations are shown in 
fig.l by the curve "O". For example, at x=O ~h··•" -1 =-7·10- 2 
x0.27 = -1.9·10- 2

, as far as R ... p-1 = 1,8·10-. So, we can 
conclude that the increase of R at small x is caused by other 
reasons. Note that the strong increase of R as x ... 1 was pre
dicted also in other models which took into account the short-

Table 

Parameters of the quark distribution in the deuteron 
y Y,. xq,.(xl = cv \·x-(1 -x) v; xq,.(x) = c,.(l -x) 

u d u ur u f ,. v s v " 
y 3 4 7 7 II 

c 2.25 1.55 o. 15 4.6 0.23 
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Fig.1. The calculation and com
parison with experiment of the 
ratio R. Curves: "O" - only 6q -
states; 1,2 - 6q -states and the 
meson fieldsA 1- Pclp 0=3.9, 2-
Pc1Po=4.2, P YP 0 =2. Dashed 
line - pAjpD =2. 3 Pel p 0=3.9. 
Experiment: ~- from/1/, f -
from /2/. 

range nucleon-nucleon interac
tions, for example, "a few-nuc
leon correlation" model /20/. All 
of them cannot describe the in
crease of R at small x, moreover, 
they give a rather strong increase 
of R( x) at x- 1. The theoretical 
calculation/20/predicts 
Rtheor (0.8) -1 = 1, as far as 
Rexp( O. 8)-1 :: 3. 10-

2. One can dec
rease the ratio R at x:: 1 by dec

;easing the contribution of the nucleon high-momentum components 
1n a heavy nucleus. However, the decrease will give disagree-
ment with experimental data on F2A(x) at x;:::117/. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

3. MESONIC DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN NUCLEI 

The calculation of the 11 -meson degrees of freedom leads to 
the increase of ratio R at small x. Qualitatively, this may be 
understood as follows. Suppose that there are n 11 -mesons in the 
nucleus. Then neglecting its internal motion in the nucleus one 
could expect that the respective contribution into the structure 
f';lnction will be proportional to n·F 17 (x 17 ) ,where F17 (x 17 ) is the 
p1on structure function, x

17 
is the pion scaling variable: 

X
17

= Ql/2m
17

v =Wm
17

X. From the conditionO ~x ~1 it follows that 
the range of the pion contribution into the ~tructure function 
is re~tri~ted by smal~ x: ~sx~m17 /M -:.0.15.The calculation of 
the p1on 1nternal mot1on w1ll lead to a little extension of 
this region. 

It is necessary to stress that here we condider soft pions. 
The soft pions are similar to fragmentational sea pions desc
ribed by the diagram in fig.2. The quark counting rules predict 
the threshold behaviour of the pion distribution: 

n(y)- (1-Y)5 at y ... 1. 
(7) 

4 

.. 

Fig. 2. Fragmentation of the ~ 
soft pions. 

b 

Fi~.3. Contribution of the hard 
pions. 

The soft pions must be different both from hard pions appear
ing in the fragmentation of fast quarks (Fig.3a) and from "ex
change hard pions" described by exchange diagrams shown in 
Fig.3b,c. The first of them contribute into the structure func
tion, this contribution decreases when x ... 1 as ( 1-x)

3
+

4
, and is 

taken into account in the nucleon structure function. The second 
are taken into account in Fq~x) because such diagrams contri
bute only at small nucleon-nucleon distances and imitate the 
short-range part of NhN forces/15,16/.The soft pions are res
ponsible for the long-range part of NhN forces and they can
not be described by exchange quark diagrams as in Fig.3b,c. 

To estimate the effective number of pions in the nuclear 
matter, which (for simplicity) is supposed to be isotopically 
symmetric, we consider the amplitude of the process the diagram 
of which is shown in Fig.4: 

(8) 
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where Ep , E~· are~ the initial and final energies of the muon, 
~ is ~ts mass, mrv is the amplitude of the deep-inelastic 
~" -scattering, g

0
(k) is the vertex function, D1(k)-1 is the 

pion propagator in the matter 

(9) 

D" < ) · h · . o" -• 2 2 
0 

k ~s t e p~on propagator ~n the vacuum o(k) =k -mrr+if, 
Il"(k) is the polarization operator. Averaging over initial 
an~ summing over final spin-isospin states we get the cross
section of this process 

da~A(x) = fda~"(x(k)) n~(k) dk, 
(10) 

where da~" is the cross-section of the deep-inelastic ~" -
scattering, nA(k) is the effective number of pions in the nuc-
leus 

where 

p ' p f 1 d ·E ;2 2 are momenta o nuc eons N an N' , N =\ p + M 

--=yp'2+M2 in the system of coordinates, where P= 0 a
2
(k) 

= k2 (2M2/(E'(E' + M))). The vertex function fNNrr is connected 
with g

0 
by the relation 

2 
2 g ( 0) m 2 

fNN ~ ( 0 ) = --'L-- ( -!Z. ) ::: 0. 08 
" 4rr 2M ' 

(II) 

(12) 

where v(k) is the form factor decreasing with growing k2 which 
is introduced phenomenologically.' 4. 22/ 

k2 
v ( k ) = ( 1 - --) ; 

A2 
A~ 0. 52 CEV/c. (13) 

To calculateD~. it is necessary to solve a coupled-equation 
system for vertex functions of the interaction of pions, nuc
leons, nucleon resonances, and .t\ -isobars in nuclear matter. 
It is an independent problem and some special papers/ 4· 22 • 23/ 
are devoted to its solution, For our purpose it is convenient 
to use the analytic approximation D~(k) proposed in the pa-

6 
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per /23/ 
(14) 

k = k/m ; 
" 

(IS) 
w2 = 0. 5 ( p / p - 1) ; 

0 c 0 

where p = 0.18 Fm-3 is the nornal nuclear debsity. The para
meter Pc is the critical nuclear density, includes the whole 
information on nuclear matter and fundamental interactions of 
its constituents (pions, nucleons, ~-isobars, etc,), and it 
is the only parameter in the equation (IS), 

The sameAparameter determines the effective number of pions 

in matter n": 

( 16) 

Note that an additional contribution into the structure func
tion F

2
A(x) comes from the difference on:=nf-n~, where n~ 

corresponds to the contribution from the diagram of Fig.4 to 
the "vacuum", the "deuteron", which is taken into account in 
the nucleon structure function. As an illustration, the calcu
lation of on~ as a function of PcfPo is shown in Fig.S. Note 
that theoretical estimates predict pc/p 0 -3.2/22/that corres
ponds approximately to one pion/nucleon in the matter. Once the 
UJ._i:>L.J...J..UU;_LVU ;-.~~) ! - !~~ ... ~;_.--;-., c:-.. :. :.::::.:!.::! =~~~:-~!!!~ ~~~ ;'i0n rnn

tribution into the nuclear structure function oF:(rrl with the 
help of the "light cone" formalism1 241and the substitution: 

"k _., k < y): ct k" = I ct k,/ ct y I ct y: ct 'k .~. < y) = ct k .~. . 

where k:r. (y) ~s determined from the equation: 

Then 

A( rr) o F2 ( x) 

where 

f dy on~ ( y) F "( --'!.) , 
y 

on~(y) = fdkl.!dkz/dyl on~(k), 

fdyonA(y) = fdk a~(k) =on~. 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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Fig.4. Deep-inelastic 11 rr -scat
tering in the nucleus. 

Fig.5. The effeco.:ive number of ~ 
pions in the nucleus. r 

!rP 

3 5 

Unfortunately, we cannot accomplish this scheme without intro
ducing new parameters into the form factor v(k 2 ) which would 
provide a rapid fall-off of v (k2) at large 1 k21 ( ~ 2> I (GeV /c).2 

r..,oce r.na-c r:ne rorm ract:ors we Know .lro1u nuciear puy::si.l:~ ar.e uuL. 
suitable for our purpose. They are determined at relatively small 
momentaik2 1 ~0.5 (GeV/c) 2. And though this range of k 2 gives 
a main contribution to the total value of the pions on: the 
choice of v(k 2) in (13) does not provide the "soft pion" condi
tion (7). So, instead of introducing additional parameters in 
v(k2 ) we use considerations given at the beginning of this 
section and following (7) and (19) we take 

(20) 

Now before to calculate the nucleus structure function, we 
note one more fact: the pion contribution increases the momentum 
transferred by quarks and decreases the momentum transferred by 
gluons. However,we have no serious reasons. to assume that such 
a redistribution really takes place, most probably it is natural 
to assume that the momentum transferred by gluons weakly depends 
on the hadron sort and practically does not depend on the ato
mic weight of the nucleus. Thus, 

<xq0 (x)> = <xqA(x)> = <xq'\x)> + <xq~(x)>, (21) 

where q A is the distribution of the nucleon and 6q -quarks, 

8 

qi is the distribution of pion quarks 

(22) q 17 ( X) = ( q TT ( _li) 0 llA17 ( y ) dy ' 
A y 

q 17 is the distribution of quarks in the pion. Besides, it is 
necessary to take into account the conservation of the baryon 
charge 

rii?<x) dx = (q:(x) dx, (23) 

where qv is the distribution of valence quarks. Conditions (21) 
and (23) lead to a small change of the quark distribution in 
a heavy nucleus, namely, valence quark distributions increase 
at small x(x ::;:0.5) and decrease at x> 0.05, sea-quark distri
butions decrease in the whole range of x: 

A a yv· 
C X i ( 1-X) 1

; 
vi 

where: 

A xq 
Si 

·Y (2-o)-2o+3 
V· A D A D n: 0. 5) r( y vi+ 2 -ai ) 

cvi evi fT1-a 1 ) r(;::~+I"5f' ai 
I 

---!....----; C 8 .= 8c 8 . 
2y - O+ 3 I I 

vi 

1-(1-a) p" -11on:\ 
-----------~-----· 1-(1-a) P 

f 
jxu (x) dx 

a=------------- 0.5. j xq0 ( x) dx 

17 j xqA( x) dx 
1j = ------------- = o. 12, j xq0(x) dx 

A • 
So the final expression for F2 (x) 1s 

A( 17) 17 X TT 
o F2 ( x) = I dy F ( --) o n A ( Y ) • 

y 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

In concrete calculations for F;(x) we have used the paramet
rization from the paper/25~ The calculations show that o F;£117

) ( x) 
has the behaviour (1-x)6+7 and imitates an increasing concen-
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Fig.6. Calculation and compari
son with experiment of the struc
ture function of the heavy nucleus 
(solid line) and the deuteron 
(dashed line). Experiment: • 
from/31, o - from /7 I 0 - from/26/ ' . 

tration of sea-quarks in the nuc
leus. The contribution 0 FA( rr) is 
proportional to 0 n: and tfepends 
on the parameter p~ • The calcula
tion of R is shown in Fig. I for 
two values of P~ • Curve I is cal-

I ' 

\ \ 

culated for p~ = 3. 9 Po (on~:: 0. 83); 
curve 2, for P,.=4.2p0 (on~-::.0.63). 
The renormalization of quark dis
tributions (25) leads to small 
decrease of R in the cumulative 
region. To keep this ratio equal 
to 2 at x- 1 17 -H/, it is necessary 
to somewhat increase P~. The res0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 1.2 

' 
X 

shown in Fig.l (dashed line): P~= 2.3Pil 
that theoretical curves comply with ex~ 

pective calculation is 
Pc = 3.9p0 . It is seen 
periment. 

Th~ comparison of structure functions F1(x) and ~>(x) with 
exper1ment at 0:.. x :::. 1.4 is shown in Fig.6. lt is seen that 
the calculated curves correctly describe the experiment. The 
calculation of FJ> is predictable at x::.: 1. 

Note that some break of theoretical curves at x- 1 is due to 
the absolute ignorance of the Fermi motion of nucleons in the 
nucleus (deuteron), which contribute at 0.9 ~ x ·~ I. 1. lts cal
culation leads to smoothing both the curves in this region with
out changing all the results. 

CONCLUSION 
So, we have investigated possible reasons of the deviation 

observed from the unity of the ratio of structure functions of 
a heavy nucleus and the deuteron. The increase of R in the 
cumulative region is due to the dynamics of NN -interaction 
at small distances, namely, due to the admixture of the multi
quark states in the nucleus. The increase of R in the range 
0_$; X $. 0.2 is due 70 admixture of the long-range pion fields 
wh1ch are enhanced 1n heavy nuclei. Thus, this increase is 
a pure nuclear effect*. The meson field rearrangement takes 

*As we have known the similar idea has been developed by 
H. Ericson and A.\-/. Thomas 127 I. 
10 

place in sufficiently heavy nuclei, and nuclei with A ~9-16 
are transitional in this sense. 

Meson fields in the nucleus lead to the renormalization of 
quark distributions. The renormalization effect may be observed 
in the neutrino experiment in the measurement of the structure 
function F

3 
(x).In particular, the approach developed here pre

dicts the ratio of average values <F3> for a heavy nucleus and 

the deuteron at 0 $.. x 'S_ 1 

A D 
R3 = < F 3 > I< F3 > = 0. 90± 0. 05. 

The pion quark distribution in the nucleus resembles the sea
quark distribution in the nucleon and six-quark systems. There
fore, this effect may be taken into account phenomenologically 
by a significant increase of the contribution of respective sea
quarks in the nuclear hadron. In this sense our approach sub
stantiates this phenomenology and fills it by the physical con
tent. In principle, the small increase of "the sea" in more 
complex six-quark systems may really occur. However, from our 
point of view this increase will be in nature of a correction 

to the basic effect. 

The author expresses his gratitude to A.}1.Baldin, G.G.Buna
tyan, S.B.Gerasimov, A.V.Efremov, L.P.Kaptari, V.K.Lukyanov, 
B.L.Reznik, D.Stamenov and V.D.Toneev for useful discussions. 
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THTOB A.H. E2-83-460 
KBaPKOBble pacnpegeneHH.H B THJKe.JlbiX aTOMHbiX .Hgpax 

AHaJIH3HpYJOTC.H HegaBHHe 3KCnepHMeHTaJibHbie gaHHble TIO OTHo
meHHW CTPYKTYPHblX ~YHK~HH rny60KOHeynpyroro pacce.HHH.H MWOHOB 
Ha JKeJie3e H geiiTepHH. lloKa3aHo, qTo Ha6nrogaeMoe ycHJieHHe 
CTpYKTypHb~ ~YHK~HH T.HJKeJIOrO .Hgpa TipH 3HaqeHH.HX 6bepKeHOBCKOH 
MaCmTa6HOII nepeMeHHOH 0 ~ X ~ 0 • 25 Bbi3BaHo BKJiagoM Me30HHb~ 

.,. II ... 11 noneii. lloBegeHHe CTPYKTYPHbiX ~YHK~HH .Hgep B KYMYJIHTHBHOH 
o6JiaCTH X ?: 1 onpegen.HeTC.H npHMeCbW MHOrOKBapKOBb~ COCTO.HHHH, 

Pa6oTa BbiTIOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTopHH TeopeTHqecKOII ~H3HKH Ol-Ulll, 

06 Or .. HCT .. TYTa RAePH~x 11ccneAoaaHI1H. AY6Ha 1983 npenp11HT beAI1HeHH 0 n •• 

Titov A. I. E2-83-460 
Quark Distributions of Heavy Atomic Nuclei 

Recent experimental data on the ratio of the structure 
functions of iron and deuterium are analysed. It is shown 
that an observed increase of the str~cture function of a heavy 
nucleus for the Bjorken-scaling variable x in the range 
0~ x ~ 0.25 comes from the contribution of the mesonic 
fields. The behavi@ur of the structure functions at large 
value of x ~ 1 is determined by the admixture of the multi
quark states in the nuclei. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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